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About This Game

"I need a Dustoff!" became an all-too-familiar call on the airwaves of jungle wars. Now take off with your rescue helicopter and
search and save the life of the wounded soldiers in the field, often under fire. If you can't, nobody else can!

Find the stolen cargo with your Chinook helicopter and transport them safely to the nearby friendly base, all the while fighting
off hostile tanks and other enemy combatants.

Save hostages being held in Prisoner of War camps. They are desperately waiting for the remarkable sound of the evac
helicopters. You are their last hope so save them all!

Flying Dustoffs take courage on your part as a helicopter pilot, as ground fire is the rule rather than the exception. The rewards,
however, are great.

MAIN FEATURES
- Up to 25 unique missions

- 3 rescue helicopters, each with different handling and transport characteristics
- 3 weapons with different capabilities

- Various missions like: cargo transportation, saving hostages and stopping enemy convoys
- Various daytime and weather conditions like stormy heavy rains and beautiful sunset over the jungles
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- Numerous war scenes including jungles, swamps, hidden cave and mine systems and a lot more
- Real time shadows and lighting

- Epic action music and cinematic sound effects
- Dog tag collection

- Localization up to 10 languages like: English, French, Italian, Spanish, German, Brazilian-Portuguese, Russian, Korean,
Simplified Chinese, Japanese

- Option to control your helicopters in Amateur and Pro mode
- Manual and automatic aiming

- Full game-pad support

100% kid and family safe game, no-one gets killed, enemy soldiers always run away.
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Title: Dustoff Heli Rescue
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Invictus Games Ltd.
Publisher:
Invictus Games Ltd.
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: Dual core 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce Go 7600 or ATI Mobility Radeon HD 4650

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 600 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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this game is fun for 10 min but then the controls keep glitching and everytime you move at the beggining you just go into a
mountain without doing anything. This is a challenging Choplifter clone, with wonderfully simple controllers.

Nowadays, voxel graphics are pretty generic but in this game, the art style lends itself to the game. Stylistically, this is a super
simple game. You pilot a helicopter, you save POWs and lost soldiers, and sometimes haul equipment back to the base. You
only need two button: left and right keys on a keyboard, and left bumper and right bumper on a controller.

As far as challenge is concerned, there's a lot. Apart from 25 levels of rescues, you need to finesse your way through trees,
water, and caves. And if you really want to be hardcore, you can collect 5 dog tags that are littered through each level.

One big highlight of this came, though, is the low spec requirements. I've been able to play this on the lowest end hardware I
have at an output of 1080p, and that's on an 3-year-old HP Stream 11 running on a Celeron processor with integrated graphics
and 2GB of RAM.

Some people might want more of a story, but this is really just an arcade game that would have, in another era, gleefully eaten
your coins. If you're an older gamer who wants to instantaneouly pick up and play, but still want a challenge, than Dustoff Heli
Rescue is the game for you.. BEST ABOUT IT: Saving little blockmen from the harsh jungle with your never to be endorsed by
LEGO military modeled LEGO-like helicoptor.

WORST ABOUT IT: Some jerky controls at some parts in the caves when the camera zooms.

GAMEPLAY: Simple but fun gameplay that has you hovering your chosen helicopter (of 3: small cayuse, medium huey, large
chinook) with combinations of the left and right arrow keys while you aim and shoot your chosen weapon (of 3: machine gun,
minigun, or rocket) with the mouse.

CONTROLS: Very intuitive and tight except for a few parts.

STORY: You need to aiflift a certain number of POWs or cargo back to your base in the fastest time you can.

DIFFICULTY: Easy

GRAPHICS: Simple but charming, minecraft style.

PERFORMANCE: Great, not demanding on hardware.

SOUND: Music and effects are sparse and simple, fits the theme, nothing notable or great.

REPLAYABILITY: Some to get a fast enough time on each level to earn a gold medal and to find all of the dog tags. Took me
10 hours before I found Rambo.

SIMILAR TO: Choplifter, Solar Jetman

RECOMMENDED PURCHASE PRICE: <$4 Worth full price

TITLE: Dustoff Heli Rescue
DEVELOPER: Invictus Games Ltd.
RELEASED: 2015. I love helicopter games generally. I saw this one a couple of weeks ago and thought it might be ok and
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added it to my Wishlist. It was on a deep discount today so I dug deeper and read some reviews. I don't know how much they
may have updated the game since some of the bad reviews but I was able to turn the music off and also fly with the shoulder
buttons on my 360 controller. The aiming can also be set to manual but I didn't have much luck getting any of the remaining 360
buttons or sticks to control the crosshair. So manual control of the crosshair is out for me. I like the game a lot and ran through
several missions during my first hour of play. I can now fly 2 of the 3 choppers and have 2 of the 3 guns unlocked. The game is
challenging when the wind is blowing hard and I laugh everytime I crash because it was usually my own fault. Overall this is an
entertaining game and worth every penny I paid, 59 pennies exactly!. Pretty appealing little game. It's super simple, while being
enjoyable.. Dustoff Heli Rescue is an okay Choplifter clone marred by bad controls.

You get two buttons, left and right. Left rotates the chopper to the left and also acclerates upwards. Right does the same but to
the right. Holding both together accelerates straight up.

The problem is that the controls can't be changed to a normal: left, right, up button style because the stages are designed around
the current control scheme. The skill in Dustoff lies in using the controls but they make the game feel artificially difficult. If
they were simplified the game would be stupidly easy.

And already Dustoff is a pretty easy game, with one or two exceptions. The largest helicopter, the Chinook, controls like a
brick. The camera in the cave flying sections regularly zooms right in on the helicopter which hides the roof of the cave. Now
combine a wonky helicopter with the inability to see and you recipe for disaster.

With only a couple of hours of gameplay and spike of difficulty that seem more like developer laziness rather than designed
challenge make it impossible for me to recommend Dustoff Heli Rescue.

Save your money, buy something else.. It's ok. This is an extremely fun game.
Developers should add some more missions!. So far I'm enjoying this. Old school Choplifter in a Minecraft setting. Simple aim
is to fly helicopter, with very limited controls, and rescue troops and vehicles from enemy territory. You may need to shoot
and\/or avoid enemies at times as well. Charming with cool physics.

The controls are what will make you love or hate this game. Much like the old Lunar Lander\/Thrust\/Oids type games, you can
only control left thrust, right thrust or both at the same time which makes you feel like you are trying to balance on a bowling
ball. I enjoy the challenge, reminds me somewhat of the old Desert Combat Apache controls. But when it gets windy, it
becomes extremely challenging to control, especially if you have the controls set to the professional option.

I nice diversion from all the modern popular 3d shooters everywhere, and a game that requires a bit of hand eye coordination..
good title, check it
also, sequel is on the way
. It is a really cool game where you can esplode stuff
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Just played it for a few hours! And I have to say,: It´s fun! Even if you fail, you will retry. Grafics fine, Sound is great. Feel´s a
little bit like the good old days playing Wings of Fury ;-)
Control´s are a litle bit tricky, but... there has to be a chellenge :-)
And for just a few bug´s... thumb UP!

Gerade wieder angespielt! Und was soll ich sagen: Macht einfach spass! Sogar wenn man in einigen Leveln immer wieder
scheitert obwohl nurnoch eine Landung nötig wäre!!! Weiter fliegen, wir müssen unsere Jungs da raus holen :-D
Einfachste Grafik, super Sound, bischen wie früher zu Wings of Fury Zeiten (wer´s noch kennt ;-)
Steuerung ist nicht immer ganz einfach, aber soll ja auch eine Herrausforderung sein, und für nur 4 Euro oder weniger...
Her damit!. two arrow key FUN!!!

Just, balance your helicopter.
Thats all.
Sounds easy.

Que music:
Bwaw-tah-tah-tuh!..... BWAW - TUN -TUN - TAH !!!
B W A H !!!

Ok now do it.... Pretty good game to buy for the discounted price. Although it seems like 3D in the trailer the helicopter only
moves in one line but still it is 3D graphics.

There are a few bugs, for example I could not adjust firing mode to manual (playing with controller) which absolutely makes the
last mission impossible to finish in the given time frame for the best reward.

Other than this pretty fun game providing a few hours of excitement.. I love this little game. It is simple, works well with a
steam controller and it's fun/rage ratio is also well balanced. It's like Choplifter with some new twists.. Excellent little game
altogether. Dustoff is a simplistic, yet very involved game where you steer a rescue helicopter around authentic looking Vietnam
war scenery, picking up stranded troopers and hardware and returning them to base, all the while blazing away at enemy
fortifications, boats, and vehicles with your onboard minigun or rockets.
The game is a 2.5D, meaning it's a 3D environment but you can only move to the left or right, and up or down.

The game#s difficulty level is spot on, with a smooth increase in challenge from start to finish, with just one spike early on that
settled down afterwards. This was the "heavy rain" level, which seemed to be placed such that just when you thought you had
the controls down, it was there to knock you off your pedestal, and despite there not being a single enemy in the level, it proved
to be quite frustrating altogether to try to navigate in the heavy wind and rain.

The helicopter has unlimited fuel, meaning you only need concern yourself with its health and ammo levels. You can top these
up via health or ammo drops from destroyed enemies, or by returning to base. Which is just as well, as health drops in particular
seem in low supply, and you will take a beating from enemy fire, make no mistake about that!

Progression is simplistic, with new helicopters and weaponry being unlocked and made available as you complete missions.
Each helicopter unlocks allows you to pickup more troops at once and have increased health. The "handling" level of the
helicopters went down as you progressed but to be honest I found the top level helicopter to be the most responsive of them all.

You can't actually kill any of your own guys in the field that you are trying to rescue which means you can blaze away to your
heart's content, provided you have enough ammo. This is just as well as they are often to be found in areas of the highest enemy
concentration. It did get a little jarring when I was blasting open the wooden cages that some of the guys were locked inwith
rockets, but hey, this is a game not a simulation!

The game's controls are based off 2 single buttons, and if done incorrectly, it could have killed the game. Thankfully, they
nailed it. While strange at first, it soon becomes instinctive. Left arrow to lift and move to the left, and right arrow to lift and
move to the right, and hold both arrow keys to lift maintain your current direction. After a while you'll find yourself tapping
away to steady up your chopper to lift some guys out of a river (you can't land in water), or holding both arrows, and easing off
on one to get a bit of extra height. It all just works.
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Background detail was just excellent, from stray explosions going off, to fellow helicopters going to and fro. The highlight is on
the missions where napalm has been deployed, and when you fly over one of the fiery forests, everything dims and you really
get a sense of flying through the blackened, smoke-filled air.

The game is quite short and can be completed in a couple of short sessions, but it is well worth the asking price!. so this game is
kind of a 3d side scrolling helicopter game you go around saving soldiers and gather stolen military gear i think its realy fun
becuase its chalenging there are more then one type of helicopter to get wich is important for simple games like this one. the
flying take some getting used to but a tip for if you play it if you want to aim your gun instead of haveing it auto shoot and aim
switch the keys to A and D for turning left or right but other then that i think its great tons of levels and no little bugs you know
fun slaming into the side of trees with your helicopter heh i would recomend this game though.. it's a pretty solid game for the
price, money for value i'd say is about a 2/3 ratio... fun, stylish and something to do on a rainy day when you have over played
all your other games...
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